Effortless Weight Loss
or your money back!

Losing weight and obtaining a leaner and healthier body has never been easier.
Just listen to 24 short hypnosis sessions and you're guaranteed to loose weight steadily.
The Effortless Weight Loss audio program includes a series of recordings that are designed to
positively influence the part of your mind that is responsible for your over weight related behaviours
and habits. It can enable your body to automatically burn more fat for energy while helping you
become self motivated to make healthy lifestyle choices.
The reason why other conventional weight loss programs don’t work or why people who have lost
weight using other programs gain it back again, is because those programs have not helped them
to create appropriate changes at the sub-conscious level.
You are going to be surprised and amazed at just how effective this Effortless Weight Loss program
is. More good news is that this is not a diet plan. You are not going to be told what to eat and what
not to eat, or how to live your life. All you need to do is sit back and listen to a short, enjoyable,
relaxing and safe hypnosis session 6 times per week over 4 weeks.
This audio program is recorded by Jevon Dangeli, a reputable Hypnotherapist and Coach who
created it based on his unique combination of Hypnotherapy and HNLP Coaching methods that
have assisted people around the world to lose weight and keep it off.
It includes 3 Hypnotherapy & Coaching recordings which are available as CDs or MP3s. These are:
Effortless Weight Loss, Drop the Habit and Mind Over Matter. 6 Different sessions are conducted on
these 3 recordings. You can listen to a sample of each recording by clicking on its name above.
So, all you need to do to be well on your way to achieving your goal weight is purchase the 3 CDs
or MP3 downloads and listen to them as stated on this document.
If you’re not satisfied with your results, Jevon will gladly refund your money, so you’ve got nothing to
lose, except weight.
Make the 'light' choice, get your Effortless Weight Loss, Drop the Habit and Mind Over Matter CDs or
MP3s today.
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